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PRESS RELEASE
National Kart Supply / HAASE WKA Man Cup Lowe’s Report
The National Kart Supply HAASE racing team ended the season on a winning note at Lowe’s
Motor Speedway in Concord, NC.
On Saturday Jeff Jewell would go on to qualify second in TaG Masters with his HAASE Spirit just
missing out on pole position. In the prefinal, Jeff stalked the leader and waited for the perfect
moment to make his move. Jeff would grab the lead before the half way mark and never looked
back. In the final, Jeff would fall to second place on the start. As in the prefinal, Jeff stalked the
leader the whole race only this time was unable to make a move. Jeff came up a bit short and
would have to settle for second place. Mark Vielgut would qualify 9th in TaG 1 on his HAASE
Ikon. At the start of the prefinal, Vielgut spun to avoid colliding with another kart that spun in turn
3 dropping Vielgut to the tail end of the field. He would be able to work his way back up to 10th
position. In the final of TaG 1, Vielgut would be able to work his way up to 7th place. While it
wasn’t the finish he was looking for, it was a good points day as he finished ahead of everyone he
needed to in the points.
On Sunday, both Jewell and Vielgut would pick up the pace in each of their classes. Jeff Jewell
would put his HAASE Spirit on the pole in Yamaha Masters and follow that up with a clean sweep
winning both the prefinal and the final. With that win Jewell locked up his 4th consecutive national
championship in Yamaha Masters for National Kart Supply and HAASE. In TaG 2, Vielgut really
stepped up his pace putting his HAASE Ikon off pole. Vielgut finished 2nd in the prefinal. Vielgut
got a clean start in the final but dropping back to third. He quickly made his move back into
second and began to hunt down the leader. 6 laps into the final, Vielgut would make his move, and
in the words of ekartingnews.com’s very own Rob Howden it was a “down the inside – book it!”
Vielgut would go on to win the final and take home the highly sought after Grand National Eagle.

Race winners Jeff Jewell and Mark Vielgut
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